
 

Elf: The Oil that Fits your Truck 

 

Choose the best lubricant that enables your business to go forward and reduce cost at the same time. 
Elf Lubricants for heavy duty vehicles provide reliable protection to critical engine parts while also 
extending the engine life, including long oil change intervals for safe transportation. 
 
Successfully delivering engine protection to customers for over 50 years and keeping vehicles 
running efficiently with its technology advancement and innovation, Elf is brought to Lebanon by IPT 
and all lines are available at its service stations. Read more 
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Our Stations 

 

 

 

"El Bardoue", a New IPT Station Landing in 
Kosha- Akkar District 

Passing by Akkar district, known by the beauty 
of nature and architectural heritage, stop by the 
village of Kosha, where our new IPT Station has 
recently landed under the name of "El Bardoue" 
Station. From Quantum gasoline, IPT Diesel, Elf 
lubricants, and car wash, you can have access 
to all these top products and services, and more 
to come. Read more 
 

 

Petroleum Equipment Superstore 

 

 

 

EQUIPT, The One Stop Shop for Gas Stations 
and Businesses 

EQUIPT, a member of IPT Group, is the 
undisputed “Petroleum Equipment Superstore” 
of Lebanon. Its importance is due to the novelty 
of this concept and the unique products it offers. 
EQUIPT is here to fulfill the needs of gas 
stations, garages, factories, hotels, restaurants 
and even homes, by offering: fuel dispensers, 
commercial & fleet fuel pumps, industrial fuel 
meters, fuel management system, accessories 
for delivery trucks… Read more 
  

 

IPT Sustainable Station 

 

 

 

EPT: Solar Powered EV Charging 
Station 

At IPT Sustainable Station in Amchit, all 
features comes in line with our Energy 
and Environmental Management 
Startegy (EEMS) for a responsible usage 
of energy in order to reach sustainability. 
 
IPT introduced EPT, the first Electric 
Vehicle (EV) Charger powered by solar 
grid in Lebanon, available at its 
Sustainable Station in Amchit, with the 
below characteristics: 
 
• ABB Terra 54 is a multi-standard fast 
charging DC station enabling a 
continuous charging at full 50 KW power 
and complies with all relevant 
international standards.  
• The charger withdraws power from a 
solar grid … Read more 
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WEEKLY FUEL PRICES 

Local Fuel Prices 19/2/2020  

Gasoline 95 23,700 L.L. -400 L.L. 

Gasoline 98 24,400 L.L. -300 L.L. 

Diesel 15,800 L.L. -400 L.L. 

Gas (LPG) / 10 Kg 15,000 L.L. +100 L.L. 
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